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Dated j .12.2012

OFFICE ORDER
It has been decided to constitute Advisory Committees for each ZIET with immediate
effect and modalities will be as under:
I. Title : ZIET Advisory Committee
II. Composition : "ZIET Advisory Committee" for each ZIET will be as under:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Joint Commissioner(Trg.)
Deputy Commissioners of the Regions covered
(04 to 06 as the case may be)
One Principal of Local KV
Director of ZIET concerned

Chairman
Members
Member
Member-Secretary

III. Functions : ZIET Advisory Committee for each ZIET will discharge the following
functions:1. To advise the ZIET about the training needs and programmes to be taken up in
the ZIETs in the academic session (s)
2. To advise on preparing guidelines for implementation of these training
programmes.
3. To review periodically these programmes and suggest measures for overcoming
deficiencies and shortcomings, if any.
4. To oversee the infrastructure/physical facilities and other resources such as
library, audio-visual aids etc. in ZIET and advise for improvements.
5. To help and advise ZIET to realize , among others, the following objectives of
the Sangathan:
(a) To develop Vidyalayas as "Schools of excellence" in the context of national
goals of education.
(b) To initiate and provide experimentation in education in collaboration with
other expert bodies like CBSE, NCERT etc.
The above Committee will meet at least twice in a year. The date and venue will be
notified by Director, ZIET concerned in consultation with KVS (HQ)/JC (Trg.).

(Dr. binesh Kumar)
Addl. Commissioner (Acad.)
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